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Free reading The lifespan of a fact john dagata (2023)
1 a something that has actual existence space exploration is now a fact b an actual occurrence prove the fact of damage 2 a piece of information
presented as having objective reality these are the hard facts of the case 3 the quality of being actual actuality a question of fact hinges on evidence
4 a thing done such as a fact definition that which actually exists or is the case reality or truth see examples of fact used in a sentence something
that is known to have happened or to exist especially something for which proof exists or about which there is information no decision will be
made until we know all the facts fact about i don t know all the facts about the case the fact that i m not angry that you took my car it s just the
fact that you didn t ask me first definitions of fact noun a piece of information about circumstances that exist or events that have occurred first you
must collect all the facts of the case see more noun a statement or assertion of verified information about something that is the case or has happened
fact meaning 1 something that truly exists or happens something that has actual existence often used in the phrase phrase the fact that phrase 2 a
true piece of information definition of fact noun in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example sentences
grammar usage notes synonyms and more fact definition 1 something that you know is true exists or has happened 2 real events and experiences
not learn more when you refer to something as a fact or as fact you mean that you think it is true or correct a statement of verifiable historical fact
how much was fact and how much fancy no one knew a fact is something that has really happened or is actually the case the usual test for a
statement of fact is whether it can be shown to be true standard reference works are often used to check facts scientific facts are verified by
careful observation or measurement by experiments or other means facts as statements noun knowledge or information based on real occurrences
an account based on fact a blur of fact and fancy american heritage a deed act an accessory after the fact webster s new world something
demonstrated to exist or known to have existed genetic engineering is now a fact 1 an event or thing known to have happened or existed 2 a
truth verifiable from experience or observation 3 a piece of information get me all the facts of this case 4 law law often plural an actual event
happening etc as distinguished from its legal consequences generally speaking facts are independent of belief and of knowledge and opinion facts
are different from inferences theories values and objects ˈfakt definition of fact 1 as in reality the quality of being actual like other scientists
astronomers deal in the realm of fact not speculation synonyms similar words relevance reality truth authenticity actuality materiality factuality
verity genuineness antonyms near antonyms unreality fiction fantasy fancy phantasy a fact definition meaning merriam webster a fact the
following 2 entries include the term a fact is that a fact idiom used to respond to a statement that is thought to be surprising or unlikely see the
full definition know for a fact idiom to be certain see the full definition word of the day clandestine co authored by lyric essayist and university of
iowa professor john d agata and his former fact checker jim fingal the lifespan of a fact is the record of their combative correspondence a fact is an
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objective piece of information that can be proven true or false it can be verified with more than one piece of reliable evidence you ll find facts in
science math history and everyday life a fact is a perception of reality a truth is a perception which matches reality there is a nice parallelism
with axiomatic formal systems an axiom is a building block for possible worlds a theorem is a statement about certain possible worlds a fact is
information that can be reasonably asserted as true and certain this includes well accepted scientific theories bodies of knowledge and information
that is backed by evidence and open review the following are illustrative examples of facts facts need not be precise as a matter of fact and in point
of fact sound more formal and as ngram shows they are by far less common than the more popular and colloquial in fact it appears that only as a
matter of fact has a specific etymology 1 countable noun facts are pieces of information that can be discovered there is so much information you can
almost effortlessly find the facts for yourself his opponent swamped him with facts and figures synonyms detail point feature particular more
synonyms of fact 2 see the fact that 3 see the fact that 4 see in fact 5
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fact definition meaning merriam webster May 26 2024 1 a something that has actual existence space exploration is now a fact b an actual
occurrence prove the fact of damage 2 a piece of information presented as having objective reality these are the hard facts of the case 3 the quality
of being actual actuality a question of fact hinges on evidence 4 a thing done such as a
fact definition meaning dictionary com Apr 25 2024 fact definition that which actually exists or is the case reality or truth see examples of fact
used in a sentence
fact english meaning cambridge dictionary Mar 24 2024 something that is known to have happened or to exist especially something for which
proof exists or about which there is information no decision will be made until we know all the facts fact about i don t know all the facts about the
case the fact that i m not angry that you took my car it s just the fact that you didn t ask me first
fact definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Feb 23 2024 definitions of fact noun a piece of information about circumstances that exist or
events that have occurred first you must collect all the facts of the case see more noun a statement or assertion of verified information about
something that is the case or has happened
fact definition meaning britannica dictionary Jan 22 2024 fact meaning 1 something that truly exists or happens something that has actual
existence often used in the phrase phrase the fact that phrase 2 a true piece of information
fact noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Dec 21 2023 definition of fact noun in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning
pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more
fact meaning cambridge learner s dictionary Nov 20 2023 fact definition 1 something that you know is true exists or has happened 2 real events
and experiences not learn more
fact definition and meaning collins english dictionary Oct 19 2023 when you refer to something as a fact or as fact you mean that you think it is
true or correct a statement of verifiable historical fact how much was fact and how much fancy no one knew
fact simple english wikipedia the free encyclopedia Sep 18 2023 a fact is something that has really happened or is actually the case the usual test
for a statement of fact is whether it can be shown to be true standard reference works are often used to check facts scientific facts are verified by
careful observation or measurement by experiments or other means facts as statements
fact definition meaning yourdictionary Aug 17 2023 noun knowledge or information based on real occurrences an account based on fact a blur of
fact and fancy american heritage a deed act an accessory after the fact webster s new world something demonstrated to exist or known to have
existed genetic engineering is now a fact
fact definition of fact by the free dictionary Jul 16 2023 1 an event or thing known to have happened or existed 2 a truth verifiable from
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experience or observation 3 a piece of information get me all the facts of this case 4 law law often plural an actual event happening etc as
distinguished from its legal consequences
fact wikipedia Jun 15 2023 generally speaking facts are independent of belief and of knowledge and opinion facts are different from inferences
theories values and objects
fact synonyms 63 similar and opposite words merriam May 14 2023 ˈfakt definition of fact 1 as in reality the quality of being actual like other
scientists astronomers deal in the realm of fact not speculation synonyms similar words relevance reality truth authenticity actuality materiality
factuality verity genuineness antonyms near antonyms unreality fiction fantasy fancy phantasy
a fact definition meaning merriam webster Apr 13 2023 a fact definition meaning merriam webster a fact the following 2 entries include the term
a fact is that a fact idiom used to respond to a statement that is thought to be surprising or unlikely see the full definition know for a fact idiom to
be certain see the full definition word of the day clandestine
lifespan of a fact truth and consequences npr Mar 12 2023 co authored by lyric essayist and university of iowa professor john d agata and his
former fact checker jim fingal the lifespan of a fact is the record of their combative correspondence
fact vs opinion simple examples to show the difference Feb 11 2023 a fact is an objective piece of information that can be proven true or false it can
be verified with more than one piece of reliable evidence you ll find facts in science math history and everyday life
logic what is the difference between fact and truth Jan 10 2023 a fact is a perception of reality a truth is a perception which matches reality there
is a nice parallelism with axiomatic formal systems an axiom is a building block for possible worlds a theorem is a statement about certain possible
worlds
51 examples of facts simplicable Dec 09 2022 a fact is information that can be reasonably asserted as true and certain this includes well accepted
scientific theories bodies of knowledge and information that is backed by evidence and open review the following are illustrative examples of
facts facts need not be precise
meaning in fact in point of fact as a matter of fact Nov 08 2022 as a matter of fact and in point of fact sound more formal and as ngram shows they
are by far less common than the more popular and colloquial in fact it appears that only as a matter of fact has a specific etymology
fact definition in american english collins english dictionary Oct 07 2022 1 countable noun facts are pieces of information that can be discovered
there is so much information you can almost effortlessly find the facts for yourself his opponent swamped him with facts and figures synonyms
detail point feature particular more synonyms of fact 2 see the fact that 3 see the fact that 4 see in fact 5
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